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OUR STORY 

Champion Page Foundation began after a life changing experience with 

the United Nation Mission In Liberia (UNMIL); the burden to support 

and build up the communities affected by war was one that couldn't be 

overlooked. Since 2006 till now, Champion Page  

Foundation has supported numerous organisations in Liberia, Sudan, 

Ghana, Belize, Nigeria and France which are aligned with our vision to 

rebuild war torn communities. Together, we have been able to provide 

NGOs and individuals with necessities including: food, clothing and 

money. Our reach is ever-expanding and we seek to help and support 

many more lives in the coming years. 

Kojo  Kudolo 

Founder 



 

OUR VISION 

Break mental limitations and steer our generation  

into a better direction by giving hope to orphans,  

children, the elderly and the disabled who do not  

have any support. “ 

Kojo  Kudolo 

Founder 



  

To generate resources through fundraising  

initiatives and use those funds to make an  

impact in the community. 

To attract volunteers and partners who are  

passionate about helping orphans, children,   

the elderly and the disabled to assist us help  

them achieve their hopes, dreams and full  

potential which would transform their  

communities and generations. 

OUR MISSION 



OUR REQUEST 

We are reaching out to you and humbly request you to 

help us make a difference in the lives or others today.  

 

WE SUPPORT OTHER CHARITIES 

Give Today  
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Little drops of water makes a mighty  

ocean. Your gift of kindness can go  

a long way to assist others in need. 
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+44 7424 305817 

24 Hours Stand By 

Contact Us 

Do not hesitate to contact us for more information.                    

Thank You  

For Your Time 

championpage3@gmail.com   

Quick Respond 

www.championpage.com/charity 
24 Hours Stand By 
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